May 12, 2011

The Honorable John Boehner
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Speaker:

On behalf of the Administration, I am pleased to present for the consideration of the Congress proposed legislation to improve cybersecurity for the American people, our Nation’s critical infrastructure, and the Federal Government. Enclosed with the proposal is a sectional analysis that describes each provision.

The dramatic increase in cyber crime and the repeated cyber intrusions into critical infrastructure demonstrate the need for improved security. The President has noted that the “cyber threat is one of the most serious economic and national security challenges we face as a nation.” The President has made cybersecurity an Administration priority and welcomes the opportunity to assist Congressional efforts to develop cybersecurity legislation.

The Administration’s proposal would protect individuals by requiring businesses to notify consumers if personal information is compromised, and clarifies penalties for computer crimes including mandatory minimums for critical infrastructure intrusions. The proposal would improve critical infrastructure protection by bolstering public-private partnerships with improved authority for the Federal government to provide voluntary assistance to companies and increase information sharing. It also would protect Federal Government networks by formalizing management roles, improving recruitment of cybersecurity professionals, and safeguarding the Nation’s access to cost-effective data storage solutions.

This proposal was developed by an interagency team made up of representatives from multiple departments and agencies, and reflects many of the ideas previously considered by the Congress and this Administration to strengthen cybersecurity. The Administration is ready to make available cybersecurity experts from key departments and agencies to discuss this proposal with you and the appropriate committees at your convenience. The prompt and favorable consideration of this proposal would be appreciated.

Sincerely,

Jacob J. Lew
Director

Enclosures

Identical Letter Sent to President of the Senate
May 12, 2011

The Honorable Joseph R. Biden
President of the Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. President:

On behalf of the Administration, I am pleased to present for the consideration of the Congress proposed legislation to improve cybersecurity for the American people, our Nation’s critical infrastructure, and the Federal government. Enclosed with the proposal is a sectional analysis that describes each provision.

The dramatic increase in cyber crime and the repeated cyber intrusions into critical infrastructure demonstrate the need for improved security. The President has noted that the “cyber threat is one of the most serious economic and national security challenges we face as a nation.” The President has made cybersecurity an Administration priority and welcomes the opportunity to assist Congressional efforts to develop cybersecurity legislation.

The Administration’s proposal would protect individuals by requiring businesses to notify consumers if personal information is compromised, and clarifies penalties for computer crimes including mandatory minimums for critical infrastructure intrusions. The proposal would improve critical infrastructure protection by bolstering public-private partnerships with improved authority for the Federal government to provide voluntary assistance to companies and increase information sharing. It also would protect Federal government networks by formalizing management roles, improving recruitment of cybersecurity professionals, and safeguarding the Nation’s access to cost-effective data storage solutions.

This proposal was developed by an interagency team made up of representatives from multiple departments and agencies, and reflects many of the ideas previously considered by the Congress and this Administration to strengthen cybersecurity. The Administration is ready to make available cybersecurity experts from key departments and agencies to discuss this proposal with you and the appropriate committees at your convenience. The prompt and favorable consideration of this proposal would be appreciated.

Sincerely,

Jacob J. Lew
Director

Enclosures

Identical Letter Sent to Speaker of the House of Representatives